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S.O.J.A. (Soldiers of Jah Army) - Walk Away

                            tom:
                G
Intro:

              Dm                Fm
I heard them say that this is all
               C              G
That what we see is what we got
              Dm               Fm
I seen them pray to their pockets
               C                 G
And they're still not happy at all
                Dm                 Fm
But I feel a breeze and I feel it blow
                C                 G
And I feel it come and I feel it go
                       Dm                      Fm
And I know there something that I just don't know
                C                G
Cause I can't see what I never saw

                Dm                Fm
You cannot igno-o-ore it when you walk away
C                       G
Cause still right there every day
                Dm               Fm
It's in your blo-o-odstream and it's there to stay
C             G
Even when you walk away
                Dm               Fm
It's in your blo-o-odstream and it's there to stay
C             G
Even when you walk away

                Dm                Fm
You cannot igno-o-ore it when you walk away
C                       G
Cause still right there every day
                Dm               Fm
It's in your blo-o-odstream and it's there to stay
C             G
Even when you walk away
                Dm               Fm
It's in your blo-o-odstream and it's there to stay
C             G
Even when you walk away
              Dm  Fm  C  G

It's in your soul
              Dm  Fm  C  G
It's in your soul

             Dm                    Fm
Tell me the reason that when you dream
            C                   G
You go to places that you never been
            Dm             Fm
Tell me the reason you recognize
            C                 G
Someone you never met in your life
             Dm                    Fm
Answer this question, why are we here
            C                G
Loving each other, why do we care
             Dm                    Fm
Why do we move when it's easy to stall
                C                       G
Why do we rise up when it's easier to fall

                Dm                Fm
You cannot igno-o-ore it when you walk away
C                       G
Cause still right there every day
                Dm               Fm
It's in your blo-o-odstream and it's there to stay
C             G
Even when you walk away
                Dm                Fm
You cannot igno-o-ore it when you walk away
C                       G
Cause still right there every day
                Dm               Fm
It's in your blo-o-odstream and it's there to stay
C             G
Even when you walk away
               Dm  Fm  C  G
It's in your soul
               Dm  Fm  C  G
It's in your soul
               Dm  Fm  C  G
It's in your soul
               Dm  Fm
It's in your soul
C             G
Even when you walk away
             Dm
It's in your soul
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